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VII -
SLOWI G AGENTS 

It we have a lattice of aggregates which contain in 

autfici nt concentration uranium that ia auttici ntl7 

enriched in u235 or element 94239 or u2S3 embedded in a 

slowtng agent we may have a chain reacting ayst tor a 

number ot slowing agents . ater can, for instance, be 

used as a slowing agent in auoh ay tems . However . it we 

have a syat in which natural uranium ia uaed or at least 

it natural uranium ia used to start with, the alow1ng 

agent haa to b aelected tr a very narrow ohoioe ot 

slowing agents which we have called "efficient" alowing 

agenta In the follow! , we characterize this cl sa ot 

slowing agenta by their varioul properties: 

Pirat, in order to have a practic 1 system the ef

ficient slowing a ent must be of sufficient density and, 

therefore, muat be either liquid or 1olid at operating 

temperature and pressure, and preferably alao at room 

temperature and atmospheric preaaure . 

Secondly, it is necessary that the effic~ent slowing 

agent should show a favorable balance b tween n utron ab• 

sorption and the alowing down ability of the slowing agent . 

In thia respect it must b about as favorable a1 or more 

favorable than impure graphite which has an average capture 

croaa aeotion per carbon tam ot ~ (C) o . Ol x lo-24 am2 . 

The absorption cross section of pure graphite 1a consider

ably aller, about o . oo5 x 10·24 cm2J but if impurities 

are pr sent in the gr phite which raise the average ab• 

sorption crosa section into the neighborhood of o . ol, we 

can still have a chain reaction in a sy tem of otherwise 

favorable co position and atruoture. Thi la no longer 
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possible it we allow the erose section or the slowing 

agent of the carbon at 

0.01 X 10•2' am2 • 

to riae bove approxi ately 

Carbon and other li ht elementa can b characterised 

from the point of view of their auitability aa slowing 

down ag nta in a chain reaction by a dim naionleaa constant, 

• which we may call the ch raoter1atic number or the 

alo 1ng agent. Thi number, , ia defined by the follow-

ing formula: ~ 

cr 
: eo -en 

where is the maas numb r of th * element,cac ia the 

scattering oroaa a ction of the element for neutrons 

which ar above the thermal region and have en rgiea 

between a few volta and few hundred volta, and 00 ia 

the capture cross • ction of the element in the thel'mal 

region . For pure carbon~ (C) ....... 5 x lo-27 cm2 and m equal 

12] th characteristic number N(C) is about B(O)~so. 
Aa we have stated before, tmpure carbon for which 

the absorption croaa section dC ia about twice that ot pure 

carbon 1a close to the limit at which a chain reaction ia 

no longer possible 1n graphite . Such impure graphite 

would have a oharacteriat1c number or B ... i (C) • 80 . 

Accordingly, we may define the claaa of slowing agents 

which are capable of sustaining a chain reaction in natural 

uranium by the requirem nt that the characteristic number, 

, must necessarily be 1 rger than 80 and should preferably 

be appreciably higher. A v lue of N ~120 would be already 

quit aat1aractory. This requir ent ia fUlfilled tor 

carbon ln the form of pure graphite and for heavy hydrogen 

in the form of deuterium oxide. In order to compute the 

approximate value for the characteristic number, N, ot 

deuterium oxide, we have therefore, 

m:2J()c =ac(D) + tac(O>J<Ja8-cric (D) . 



The criterion of tne oharacteriatio number muat , how ver, 

not be applied to le enta which apart tram acatter~taat 

neutron• undergo alao other reactions with fast neutron• 

auoh as n-an, n-p, or n- 0.. r ac t1nga . 

Apart from , th character1at1o number of th alow• 

1ng agent, another prop rty of the slowing agent baa a 

b ar1ng on the que t1on wheth r the slowing agent 1a an 

efficient alow!n agent .and suit ble for a yat in which 

a lattice of uranium-containing aggregat a !a used . For 

a slowing ag nt, it ia or advantag 1n this connection 

that the range, A, of the the~ l neutrons ahould be large 

in comparison with range, B, of th low energy resonance 

neutrons . 

A, the range ot the thermal neutrons 1a defined by 

the value 

(3) 

where ~ 1a the mean tree-path of ther.mal neutron• 1n the 

alowing agent, and aiC and ao are the sca tter1ng croaa 

aeotton ot the capture oroaa section for thermal neutrons 

ot the molecule which acta as the slowing agent . 

B, the range of the low energy resonance neutrons 1a 

defined by 

( 4) 

where ~ *!a the mean free path for scattering ot neutrons 

having the energy between few volta and a t w hundred volta 

in the slowing agent, and k 1a defined aa followas 

(5) k = ln 1/10 

ln (1 - 2 .,.( .. 1--' ... --..m .... ):-e!,___ 

If, instead of an ele nt like carbon, a compound of 

light ele ent and ueh heavier 1 ent 11 uaed aa 



alowing agent, the value given ror k baa to be multiplied 

approximately by the traction or the acattering oroaa 

aeotion or the oleoule ot the compound which ia due to 

the light elament. 

Por D2o, for inatance, one haa to multiply k bJ 

approximately 
cJac (D) 

Accordingly, the requirement• that the range A ahould 

be large compared to the range B ounta to 

(6) A/B =- +- I ---.::ocri ..... •;.w;c- >) l k 

or wri t i.ng _a_ = ( m ~~ 
r.• + 

(7) A/B (ia ! ~2 I 1 
O.o 

Thia condition 1a tult1lled tor graphite, h avy water, 

and beryllium. 

For 1natanoe• tor carbon we have about 

k ~16 

$S- ----1000 

A/B ----7 

which 1a a satisfactory ratio. 
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FUNCTION L D SCRIPTION 

Ot the thermal neutrons which are absorbed in the 

uranium contained in the latt1oe-element a traction will 

oaua tiasion and will give riae to the emiasion ot fast 

f1asion neutron • Some or these r at f1aa1on neutrons 

will o use fission (in the ame lattice element fro which 

they originate) before they re slowed down by oollis1ona 

with uranium or carbon below the f1as1on thr ahold of the 

abundant isotope u2aa. In this manner, !'or ev rJ thermal 

neutron absorbed a certain number,} 1 ot' fast neutrons are 

generated which are slowed down partly by inelastic col• 

11aions in uranium, but mo tly by ela, tic oolliaiona in 

o rbon and a fraction (l -;,P) of these eventually reaohea 

thermal energies. Another fraction;o is absorbed at 

resonance by uraniUJ.rl before reaching thermal nergl •· 

The neutrons which are abaoPbed at reaonance by ura• 

nium are removed from the oha1n reaction without leading 

to fission and the generation of neutrons. Some of these 

neutrons ar •bsorbed at comparatively high energies, be

tween a few hundred volts and some 10,000 volta 1 while 

othera are absorbed at comparatively low energies, be-

tw e~ a few volta and a few hu.ndJ:*ed volts. The lattice 

elements ar moderately transparent for the high energy 

resonance neutrons but re practically black tor at least 

part of tpe low energy resonance neutrons, i.e., a certain 

t'raotion of the resonance neutrons ia absorbed 1n a thin 

surface layer ot the lattio element whereas another 

.fraction penetrates. Accordingly, the resonance absorption 

of the lattic• element may be divided into two terms, one 

of which may be calle~ surface absorption and one of which 

may be called mase absorption. It the dtmen 1ona of the 

lattice element are small, the. traction ot the neutrona 
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which ia removed from the chain reaction by maaa absorption 

is essentially determined bJ the ratio of uranium to carbon 

and ia independent or the shape and aize or the lattice 

elementa. It it were onlJ for thia type of resonance ab

sorption it would be immat rial how emall we make the lat

tice elements and we could make thG veey amall indeed and 

still have a potentially chain reaction system. 

In realit7 a graphite syatem in which the dimension• 

or the lattice el ment are m de very amall are not potentiallJ 

chain reacting since too large a fraction of the neutrons 

would be removed from the chain reaction by- the aurtaoe 

resonance absorption. Clearly if for a given ratio of 

uranium to c rbon we deere se the dimensions of the lattice 

elements we increase the total surface and thereby the 

traction of the n utrona which are removed by baorption 

at resonance. 

In moat practical cases a lattice element can be 

ta1rly well represented by replacing it with an ellipsoid 

an.d •• mar then e.xpresa the above-mentioned point of view 

by saying that the smallest of the three axea of that 

ellipsoid muat not be ma4e too abort compared with the 

range of therm 1 neutrons in the lattice element. Thia 

range "U" is proportionate to the density of the U 1n 

the lattice element and increases with the temperature 

of the neutrons somewhat taster than th• fourth root of 

the temperature. For roo temper ture and uranium metal 

ot density 18 the range is about 1.4 am. 
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SLOW! NG AGENT ) 

If we have a lattice of aggregates which con~n in sufficient con-

centration uranium that is sufficiently enriched in u235 or element 94239 

or u233 embedded in a slowing agent we may have a chain reacting system for 

a number of slowing agents. Water can, for instance• be used as a slowing 

agent in such systems. However, if we have a system in which natural uranium 

is used or at least if natural uranium is used to start with the slowing 

agent has to be selected from a very narrow choice of slowing agents which 

. we have call "efficient" slowing agents• In the following section, to 

characterize this class of slowing agents by their various propert·es. 
ef/: . ~ "'~·--

First, in order to have a practical system the lowing agent must be 

of sufficient density and, therefore, must be either liquid or solid at 

room temperature and atmospheric pressure. r "f- ) 
vfh' c.A-·~ 

Secondly, it is ne&essary that the-slowing agent should show a 

favorable balance between neutron absorption and the slowing down ability 

of the slowing agent. In this respect it must be about 

graphite which has an average capture cross section per 

as favorable as ~ , 
- -c..9-

carbon atom of G'; CJ -:::.0,.0~ 
V>..t. 

The abaorption cross section of pure graphite is considerably smalle'l about 
-'UI 

iJ, tJO!:x IO v But if impurities are present in the graphite which raise the 

average absorption cross section into the neighborhood of CJ, 11 I we can 

have a chain reaction in a system of otherwise favorable com-

position and structure. · This is no longer possible if we allow the cross 

section of the slowing agent ~f the carbon atom to rise approximately above _-z;: 
tJ, tJ/ ..t/0. ~ '-

Carbon and other light elements can be characterized from the point 

of view of their suitability as slowing down agents in a chain reaction by a 

dimensionless constant, N, wlich we may call the characteristic number of the 
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the slowing agent. This number, N, is defined by the following formula 
* N=~ 
c 

2m ln (1 + ~) 
l+m.G 

where m is the ~ass number of the element, ~c is the scattering cross 

section of the element for neutrons which are above the thermal region and 

have energies between a few volts and a few hundred volts, andoc is the 

capture cross section of the element in the thermal region. For pure 

carbon ere (c) ~ 5 x lo- 27 em~ the characteristic number N(C) is about 

N(C) ~160. 

As we have stated before, impure carbon for which the absorption 

cross section OC is about twice that of pure carbon is close to the limit 

at which a chain reaction is no longer possible in graphite. Such impure 

graphite would have a characteristic number of N •! N(C) m 80. Accordingly, 

we may define the class of slowing agents which are capable of sustaining a 

chain reaction in natural uranium by the requirement that the characteristic 

number, N, must necessarily be larger than 80 and should preferably b' 

appreciably higher. A value of N = 120 would be already quite satisfactory. 

This requirement is fulfilled for carbon in the for.m of pure graphite and 

!'or heavy hydrogen in the form of deuterium oxide. In order to compute 

the approximate value for the characteristic number, N, of deuterium oxide, 

we have therefore, 

The criteriun of the characteristic n\~ber must, however, not be applied to 

elements which apart from scatting fast neutrons undergo also other reactions 

with fast neutrons such as n-2n, n-p, or n- (]L reactings. 
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Apart from N, the characteristic number of the slowing agent, 

another property of the slowing agent h~s a bearing on the question whether ( ~ * ~L-<-t.f -o4w--.n.t( ~ t? ·t.. f- ...,....,.. 
the slowing agent iB)suitable for a system in which a lattice of uranium-con-

taining aggregates is used. For a slowing agent, it is of advantage in this 

connection that the range, A, of the thermal neutrons should be large in 

comparison with range, B, ~f the low energy resonance neutrons. 

(3) 

A, the range of the thermal neutrons is defined by the value 

A=A~ 
3UC 

where Jt is the mean free path of thermi neutrons in the slowing agent, and 

~sc and<rc are the scattering cross section of the capture ao~s section 

for thermal neutrons of the molecule which acts as the slowing agent. 

B, the range of the low energy resonance neutrons is defined by 

(4) 

where }\ * is the roaan free path for scattering of neutrons having the energy 

between few volts and a few hundred volts in the slowing agent, and k is 

defined as follows: 

(5) k = ln 1/10 

If, instead of an element like carbon, a compound of a light element 

and a much heavier element is used as slowing agent, the value given for k 

has to be multiplied by the fraction of the scattering cross section of the 

molecule of the compound which is due to the light element. 

For DzO, for instance, one has to multiply k by 

2osc(D) 
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Accordingly. the requirements that the range A should be large 

compared to the range B ~ounts to 

(6) A/B .. A 
ft.* 

or writing ..4.. .. 
A* 

(7) 

{<~so 
<rck 

·~>/1 
v~ 

This conditione is fulfilled for graphite. heavy water. and 

beryllium. 

For instance, for carbon we have about 

k -15 

c1Sc ,.._, 1000 
Uc 

(--A.42 ., _L 
m+l 1.18 

~hich is a satisfactory ratio. 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Of the thermal neutrons which are absorbed in the uranium contained 

in the lattice-element a fraction will cause fission and will give rise to the 

emission of fast fission neutrons. Some of these fast fission neutrons will 

cause fission (in the same lattice element from which they originate) before 

they are slowed down by collisions with uranium or carbon below the fission 

threshold of the abundant isotope u238. In this manner1 for every thermal 

neutron absorbed a certain number, , of fastneutrons are generated which are 

slowed do•vn partly by inelastic collisions in uranium .. · but mostly by elastic 

collisions in carbon and afraction (1 - /') of these eventually reaches thermal 

energies. Another fraction f is absorbed at resonance by uranium before reach

ing thermal energies. 

The neutrons which are absorbed at resonance by uranium are removed 

from the chain reaction wi thou leading to fission and the eenere.tion of 

neutrons. Some of these neutrons are absorbed at comparatively high energies., 

between a few hundred volts and some 10,000 volts., while others are absorbed 

at comparatively low energies., between a few volts and a few hundred volts. 

The lattice elements are moderately tr~sparent for the high energy resonance 

neutrons but are practically black for at least part of the low energy resonance 

neutrons, i.e • ., a certain fraction of the resonance neutrons is absorbed in a 

thin surface layer of the lattice element whereas another fraction penetrates. 

Accordingly., the resonance absorption of the lattice element may be divided 

into two terms., one of which may be called surface absorption and one of which 

may be called mass absorption. If the dimensions of the lattice element are 

small, the fractHm of the neutrons which is removed from the chain reaction by 

mass absorption is esstentially determined by the ratio of uranium to carbon 
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and is independent of the shape and size of the lattice elements. If it 

were only for this type of resonance absorption it would be immaterial how 

small we make the lattice elements and we could make them very small indeed 

and still have a potentially chain reaction system. 

In reality a system in which the dimensions of the lattice element 

are made very small are not potentially chain reacting since too large a 

fraction of the neutrons would be removed from the chain reaction by the 
resonance 

surface/•bsorption. Clearly if for a given ratio of uranium to carbon we 

decrease the dimensions of the lattice elements we increase the total surface 

and thereby the fraction of the neutrons which are removed by absorption at 

resonance. 

In most practical cases a lattice element can be fa irly well represented 

by replacing it with an ellipsoid and we may then express the above-mentioned 

point of view by saying that the smallest of the three azes of that ellipsoid 

must not be made too short compared with the range of thermal neutrons in the 

lattice element. This range "U" is proportionate to the density of the Up 

in the lattice element and increases with the temperature of theneutrons 

somewhat faster than the fourther roat of the temperature. For room temperature 

and uranium metal of density 18 the range is about 142 em. 
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